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Photoinduced Antiferromagnetic Interlayer Coupling in Fe/(Fe-Si) Superlattices
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We report photoinduced antiferromagnetic (AF) interlayer coupling in sputtered Fe/(Fe-Si) superlat-
tices. The superlattices are intrinsically AF coupled at room temperature and become increasingly fer-
romagnetically coupled when cooled below 100 K, but the AF coupling is restored at low temperature by
exposure to visible light of sufficient intensity ( & 10 mW/mm ). These eff'ects are due to charge carriers
in the Fe-Si spacer layer which, when thermally or optically generated, are capable of communicating
spin information between the Fe layers.

PACS numbers: 75.70.Fr, 78.20.Ls, 81.15.Cd

There is considerable interest in antiferromagnetically
coupled trilayers and superlattices that consist of fer-
romagnetic films coupled across nonmagnetic, metallic
spacer layers [1]. The coupling mechanism is thought to
be induced by the polarization of conduction electrons in

the spacer layer via an RKKY-like interaction [2]. A
spin-dependent quantum-well description of the electronic
structure also has been proposed [3]. The most revealing
experimental results for comparison with theory have
been the multiple period oscillations of high-quality
molecular beam epitaxy wedged trilayers [4] and related
electron-spectroscopy results [3,5]. Though present
theories describe coupling in systems with metallic
spacers, it is not clear how these theories can be extended
to explain coupling across nonmetallic spacers. Recently,
it was discovered by Toscano et al. [6], that evaporated
Fe/Si/Fe trilayers, and by Fullerton et al. [7,8], that
sputtered Fe/Si superlattices exhibit antiferromagnetic
(AF) interlayer coupling. Also, Liu, Ma, and Mei [9] re-
ported hysteresis loops that are characteristic of AF cou-
pling for Fenssin2/Si multilayers, but attributed them to
perpendicular anisotropy. For the superlattices, the anti-
ferromagnetism has been confirmed by polarized neutron
reflectivity [8]. However, AF coupling in the superlat-
tices was observed only for crystalline spacer layers [7],
while in the trilayers [6] the spacer was claimed to be
amorphous semiconducting Si. The crystallinity of the
spacer layers in the superlattices was attributed to iron-
silicide formation. Mossbauer spectroscopy of the super-
lattices provides support for this supposition [7,8]. It was
also found for these superlattices that the degree of AF
coupling decreases dramatically as temperature de-
creases, an effect which could be due either to the spacer
becoming ferromagnetic or to the reduction of thermally
activated carriers in a semiconducting spacer.

In this Letter we provide evidence from low-temper-
ature Mossbauer spectroscopy that the spacer does not
become ferromagnetic, and we show that AF coupling at

low temperature can be photoinduced. Since a number of
nonmagnetic Fe-Si phases are semimetals or small-gap
semiconductors [10,11], we attribute the photoeffects to
excitation of carriers into the conduction band. Although
there are many photogenerated phenomena (e.g. , photo-
conductivity [12] and photodiffusion [13] in amorphous
semiconducting Si:H and photoenhanced superconducting
transition temperatures in oxygen deficient YBaCuO
films [14]), the present report is the first example, to our
knowledge, of photoinduced changes in the interlayer
coupling of magnetic superlattices. Such photomagnetic
effects provide not only a novel approach to the study of
AF-coupling phenomena, but also could be of technologi-
cal importance in the optoelectronic industry.

Two sets of samples were grown at ambient tempera-
ture on Si and sapphire substrates. The first set was
made by the alternate sputter deposition of Fe and Si lay-
ers, as discussed in Refs. [7] and [8]. To summarize
those results, the samples are AF coupled for nominal Si
layer thicknesses of 13-17 A (with a coupling energy of
0.5 erg/cm ) and ferromagnetically coupled or uncoupled
outside this range. The Si (silicide) layer becomes amor-
phous for thicknesses ~ 20 A. In addition, Mossbauer
spectra indicate that the spacer consists of a nonmagnetic
Fesi~+„(x~ 0) alloy. The second set of superlattices
also was made by sputter deposition and consists of 30 A
Fe layers and Fe-Si layers with nominal composition
FeSi; each of these spacer layers was made by alternately
depositing —1 atomic layer of Fe and Si. These samples
also showed room-temperature AF coupling with the
same nominal Si composition as the first set of samples.
Although the spacer in these samples remains crystalline
for thicknesses ~ 20 A, no AF coupling is observed for
spacer thicknesses ~ 20 A [7,8]. Both high- and low-

angle x-ray diffraction superlattice peaks are observed for
all AF-coupled samples (from both sample sets) indicat-
ing well layered and crystalline films. Resistivity mea-
surements (made using a standard four-terminal, dc tech-
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nique with the current in the plane of the film) exhibit no

change between room temperature and 4 K. This is be-
cause the Fe layers have much higher conductivity than
the Fe-Si and mask any change in the conductivity of the
latter. Samples used for Mossbauer experiments were
prepared similarly to the ones discussed above, but were
thicker and Kapton substrates were used.

Mossbauer spectroscopy was used to determine if the
spacer becomes ferromagnetic upon cooling. A ferromag-
netic spacer would give direct ferromagnetic exchange
coupling of the Fe layers and explain the increased
remanence observed at low temperature [7]. Typical
transmission Mossbauer spectra at 297 and 4.2 K (for the
second set of samples) are shown in Fig. 1. The spectra
show both nonmagnetic and magnetically split contribu-
tions at all temperatures. The magnetic layers in the first
set of samples consist of two components: a-Fe and an

Fes5Siis phase [8] which is near the solubility limit of Si
in a-Fe. For the second set of samples, in which the Fe-
Si spacer was codeposited, the major magnetic com-
ponent is a-Fe (42%), with lesser amounts of FeossSio is
(29%) and other magnetic Fe-Si phases with greater than
15 at. % Si (5%). The parameters for the nonmagnetic
contribution, which represent the spacer, are given in

Table I. The nonmagnetic fractional area shows no
significant statistical change upon cooling (24% at 297 K
and 21% at 4.2 K). Thus, there is no evidence that the
spacer becomes ferromagnetic upon cooling The isom.er
shifts and quadrupole splittings provide additional infor-
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FIG. 1. Transmission Mossbauer spectra for an [Fe(30
A)/Fe-Si(15 A)]go. The upper panel shows the spectrum taken
at room temperature and the lower panel shows the spectrum
taken at 4.2 K. Open circles are experimental data, thin solid
lines represent the separate magnetic and nonmagnetic com-
ponents of the fit to the data, and the thick solid line is the com-
bined fit.

TABLE I. Mossbauer parameters for the nonmagnetic
spacer phase measured for an [Fe(30 A)/Fe-Si(17 A)]so film.
Numbers in parentheses denote statistical standard deviation.

4.2
79

297

HWHM'
(mm/s)

0.57(2)
0.49 (3)
0.38(1)

Isomer shift
(mm/s)

0.390(8)
0.375 (4)
0.257 (5)

Nonmagnetic
fraction (%)

21(1)
22(1)
24(1)

'Half width at half maximum of the nonmagnetic component in

the spectrum.
Isomer shift relative to Fe metal at room temperature.

mation about the spacer. The room-temperature isomer
shift is characteristic of several crystalline Fe-Si phases
[15]. Unfortunately, the nonmagnetic spectral com-
ponent is not sufficiently resolved to accurately determine
the quadrupole splitting, but can be fitted with a single
broad line, as shown in Fig. 3. The nonmagnetic line-
width increases by nearly 50% on cooling from room tem-
perature to 4.2 K, and the isomer shift exhibits the same
temperature dependence as that of the magnetic layer.
Both results are consistent with previous work on s-FeSi
[11]. e-FeSi has an anomalously strong temperature
dependence of its quadrupole splitting, with a similar in-

crease of —50% from room temperature to 4.2 K, due to
its small semiconducting energy gap of only 0.05 eV [11].
This suggests that our observed nonmagnetic component
may be related to s-FeSi; however, this identification
needs to be confirmed by direct structural studies which
are presently underway.

%e used a two-laser pump-probe arrangement to ex-
plore the effects of incident light on the magnetic cou-
pling. A low power (25 mW) He-Ne laser 0 =6328 A)
was used as the probe to obtain magneto-optic Kerr loops,
and a variable power (10-1000 mW) Kr (6471 or 5309
A) or Ar (5145 A) laser was used to illuminate the sam-
ple. The unfocused (=2 mm diam) laser beams were
superimposed on the sample. The experiment consists of
varying the power of the Kr (Ar) laser and monitoring
the magnetization via the Kerr eA'ect using the He-Ne
laser. The measurements were performed as a function
of temperature using an optical cryostat.

Figure 2 shows Kerr loops for a superlattice with a
nominal 17 A FeSi spacer. At room temperature the film
is AF coupled and does not noticeably change when irra-
diated with 100 mW of pump power. Upon cooling to 53
K the film becomes ferromagnetic; but, most strikingly,
the AF coupling is restored by Irradiation with 100 m8'
of pump power. Every one of the ten Fe/(Fe-Si) super-
lattices investigated, which exhibited AF coupling at
room temperature, becomes ferromagnetically coupled or
uncoupled upon cooling, and recovers its AF coupling
upon exposure to visible laser light of sufficient intensity
at low temperature () 10 mW/mm ). An additional
feature of importance is that there is a time constant of
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FIG. 2. Kerr loops for an [Fe(30 A)/Fe-Si(17 A)]2Q super-
lattice. Top, the loop at room temperature with no pump-laser
power; middle, the loop at 53 K also with no pump power; bot-
tom, the loop at 53 K with 100 mW of pump power,
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FIG. 3. Kerr loops taken at 53 K for the [Fe(30 A)/Fe-Si(17
A)] 20 sample at the indicated number of seconds after the (200
mW) pump laser was turned on.

—10-60 s associated with the photoinduced change in

the interlayer magnetic coupling. An example of this
eAect is shown in Fig. 3 where the degree of AF align-
ment is monitored as a function of time after the pump
laser is turned on. Similar time constants are seen when
turning off' the pump laser. The existence of long time-
scale photoexcitation eA'ects have been encountered by
researchers in diverse fields, and are attributed, in gen-
eral, to trapping of electrons or holes in metastable states
[12-14].

Since an obvious possibility is to attribute the observed
eAects to laser heating, we now discuss why heating is not
significant and cannot explain our observations. We find
that it takes less pump power at 53 than at 75 K to re-
store the AF alignment in some of the films, as shown in

Fig. 4. If laser heating were the cause of the AF cou-
pling, one would expect that the lower-temperature ex-
periments would require more, not less, power. Figure
4(a) shows the evolution of the Kerr loops at 75 K as the
pump power is increased from 0 to 200 mW and returned
back to 0 mW. It takes & 100 mW to completely restore
the AF coupling at 75 K. Figure 4(b) shows the same
measurements performed at 53 K and demonstrates that
the AF coupling is restored at only —50 mW. [The last
curves of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show that the data superim-
pose within reasonable limits before and after irradia-
tion. ] Additionally, we measured a rise of only 10 K
when we placed a 2-mil chrome]/alumel thermocouple in

the laser beam, in agreement with a calculated estimate
which yields a maximum temperature rise of ( 10 K for
I W of incident power (based on conservative values of
both film and substrate thermal conductivities). Also,
sample heating of only a few kelvin is typically reported
in the literature for Raman experiments with similar laser
power densities [16].

We believe that the photoinduced AF coupling de-
scribed above is caused by the excitation of carriers by
the radiation. If the mechanism involving conduction
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FIG. 4. Kerr loops for an [Fe(30 A)/Fe-Si(17 A)]20 super-
lattice: (a) the evolution of the loops at 75 K for the indicated
pump powers; (b) the evolution at 53 K.

electrons proposed for metallic layers is applicable to the
present samples, then the strength of the AF coupling
should depend on the number of carriers, as is consistent
with our observation. If the number of carriers changes
significantly, as expected in a semiconductor, the Fermi
wave vector also should change, which might alter the
period of the coupling; then it should be possible either to
induce or inhibit coupling even at room temperature, an
eA'ect we did not observe. The long time constants also
seem to be somewhat inconsistent with lifetimes of intrin-
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sic conduction electrons, and are more reminiscent of im-

purity or defect induced states, further, that lower power
is necessary to restore AF coupling at lower temperatures
is consistent with there being less thermal energy avail-
able to deexcite the trapped electrons (holes). However,
until a theoretical model is developed to explain the
phenomenon of photoinduced AF coupling, no definite
conclusion can be drawn regarding the nature of the
states involved.

In conclusion, we present evidence in Fe/(Fe-Si) super-
lattices of the restoration of AF interlayer coupling at low
temperature by exposure to intense visible light. We sug-
gest that this results from photogenerated carriers which
conduct spin information between adjacent ferromagnetic
layers.
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